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The Beginner's Guide to Hearing God Mar 20 2022 Does God really speak today?
Will He speak personally to me? If I listen, will I understand what He says?
For those desiring to hear God, this book will show how anyone can both
listen and speak to God. In order to grow in our relationship with God, we
must draw near to Him, trusting that He wants to speak to us personally.
Find out how in The Beginner’s Guide to Hearing God. In this hands-on guide,
Jim Goll clearly lays out biblical principles for listening to God with reallife illustrations that will inspire and excite readers to listen more
closely with expectant hearts. Discover how to move from a hard-to-receive
(HTR) position to one Goll calls easy-to-receive (ETR). Learn how to

overcome personal obstacles that block God’s voice and avoid being misled by
words that aren’t truly coming from Him. For beginners and those who have
been listening to God for years.
A Dictionary of the English Language. By Samuel Johnson, LL.D., and John
Walker. With the pronuntiation simplified ... and the addition of several
thousand words. By R. S. Jameson. Second edition, revised and corrected Feb
25 2020
7 Simple Steps to Hearing God's Voice Apr 21 2022 This is the first book in
a series on hearing God's voice. Sindy Nagel, the 7-Step Author, encourages
you to make it your daily practice to listen to God's voice within. Our busy
lives leave little opportunity to talk to God. Noise and distractions make
it difficult to find a place of solitude. Many other roadblocks stand in the
way of close relationship with the Lord. Your search for simplicity in
hearing God's voice is over. Sindy shares seven easy steps to successfully
hear and recognize the still, small voice of the Holy Spirit within. Follow
her proven practices and cherish the deeper intimacy with Jesus that your
soul desires.Inside this book, you will discover answers to these
questions:?Why would God speak to me??How do I make time for God??Where do I
go to find solitude??How do I record what He says to me??How can I be sure
it's God's voice I hear??What are the benefits of hearing His voice??Okay, I
hear God speak. Now what do I do?Whether you are a new believer or a
seasoned Christ follower, the seven simple practices in this book will give
you the encouragement and the methods you need to hear and recognize God's
voice within you.Also discover:?The mystery behind hearing God's voice?The
roles of the Holy Spirit?7 roadblocks to hearing God speak?7 rewards of
hearing God's voice?7 ways to start your time with God?7 self-reflective
questions at the end of each chapter?How to discern God's voice from Satan's
?Excerpts from Sindy's personal journal of two-way conversations with GodGod
Speaks--Are You Listening?Who? The Holy Spirit who dwells in the heart of
every believerWhat? Speaks the thoughts, desires, and will of GodWhere? In
our thoughts and through ScriptureWhen? All day, every dayWhy? Because God
desires intimacy with His childrenHow? Through two-way conversation
Hearing God May 10 2021 How do we hear God's voice? How can we be sure that
what we hear is not our own subconscious? What if what God says to us is not
clear? In this Signature Collection edition of a beloved classic,
bestselling author Dallas Willard offers rich spiritual insight into how we
can hear God's voice clearly and develop an intimate partnership with him in
the work of his kingdom.
An American Dictionary of the English Language Jan 26 2020
Hearing Beyond the Words Sep 14 2021 Only when pastors hear beyond the
words, can they care-fully minister. Pastors listen all the time. Or do
they? Listening is more than a developed skill; it is an awesome gift of
hospitality offered to others. According to Dr. Emma Justes, hearing beyond
the words signifies an intimate relationship characterized by humility,
thoughtful availability, vulnerability, and mutuality. Listening requires
focused attention and openness. To help the reader learn this essential
skill, the author includes exercises at the end of each chapter to build
needed competency for this healing ministry.
Listening to the Voice of God Jun 11 2021 Listening to the Voice of God is
your invitation to take a break and claim precious treasure from the Word of

God. Add faith, and the treasure will multiply in your heart and enrich your
life. You’ll gather gems of wisdom. You’ll relive the move of God in ancient
times, and witness him speaking today. Take your break with an open heart
and mind. Shut out the world’s distractions. Claim your treasure from God’s
boundless supply.
Listening Prayer Dec 17 2021 Shows readers how they can experience a
fuller, more meaningful prayer life by learning how to listen to God.
A Spirituality of Listening Apr 28 2020 God is speaking in our everyday
world. How can we become more attuned to listening for God's voice? Keith
Anderson walks us through key biblical themes that help us see and
experience how God is present with us if we would only listen, paying
attention to the moments that make up our days. Listen—and step into a world
alive with God's presence.
Listening Aug 01 2020 Listeningis an essential guide to understanding the
heart behind what another person says and empowering the speaker to find
healing. Such deep listening involves an encounter between God, self, and
the other, an encounter that leads to self-discovery for both listener and
speaker as they journey together. Written in five parts, Listeningcelebrates
the transformative power of hearing the heart and considers how we can grow
in this skill. Drawing on many years' experience as a psychotherapist, Robin
Daniels explores what it means to hear someone share their secret, offers
insightful ways to respond, and unfolds the multilayered meanings of
silence. This is a crucial book for anyone involved in counseling,
ministering, or caregiving.
Listen to Your Heart Feb 19 2022 Listen to Your Heart presents a practical
perspective on the important subject of being led by the Holy Spirit.
The Art of Hearing Heartbeats Jan 18 2022 A poignant and inspirational love
story set in Burma, The Art of Hearing Heartbeats spans the decades between
the 1950s and the present. When a successful New York lawyer suddenly
disappears without a trace, neither his wife nor his daughter Julia has any
idea where he might be…until they find a love letter he wrote many years
ago, to a Burmese woman they have never heard of. Intent on solving the
mystery and coming to terms with her father’s past, Julia decides to travel
to the village where the woman lived. There she uncovers a tale of
unimaginable hardship, resilience, and passion that will reaffirm the
reader’s belief in the power of love to move mountains.
Why Don't I Hear God Speak With Me? Sep 02 2020 This book is written for
Christians who want to hear God speak to them but struggle to believe they
are hearing. I identify with you because I knew Scriptures that said I was
hearing God speak to me, but I didn't know how to receive what God was
saying. Scripture assures us: He who is of God hears the words of God.
Everyone who is of the truth hears my voice. My sheep hear my voice.My
problem was I had beliefs and fears that kept me from believing and
receiving what God was saying to me. Since I didn't know anyone who heard
God's voice, I was hesitant to venture out on my own. I was afraid I might
inadvertently listen to Satan or to myself.In this book I share hindrances
that interfered with my ability to hear and how I overcame them. One of the
key factors that helped me hear God speak with me was knowing where Christ
lived within me. I had always used the word "Christ" to mean Jesus. I hadn't
realized that Christ was not Jesus' name but an epithet attached to His name

when Jesus was anointed with God's Spirit at His baptism. The Greek word for
"Christ" is Christos which means "anointed". As Christians we too are
anointed with God's Spirit. Once I understood that Christ referred to my
anointing with God's Spirit, I wanted to know where Christ, God's Spirit,
resided in me. Scripture says: God has put his seal upon us and given us his
Spirit in our hearts as a guarantee.If Christ, God's Spirit, resided in my
heart then I had to listen to my heart to believe in Him and to hear Him.
How could I follow Christ when I didn't hear Him and how could I know truth
without listening to the Spirit of Truth? Scripture says: When the Spirit of
truth comes, he will guide you into all the truth. The Counselor, the Holy
Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, he will teach you all
things.I've written this book to share my journey of learning to confidently
hear God speak with me. I pray that my testimony along with Scriptures will
help you confidently hear God's voice.
Hearing with the Heart Aug 25 2022 Only through learning to hear with our
hearts tuned closely to God can we discern how we should find our way
through the crowded and confusing thickets of our lives. In Hearing with the
Heart, popular writer and retreat leader Debra K. Farrington leads you
through a gentle process for discovering how to invite God's presence into
every aspect of your daily life. Her story-filled discussions of key
practices such as prayer, meditation, reading and reflection, and
attentiveness to your body, your studies, and your relationships with your
friends and family, help you discover how to be open to discerning God's
will. Filled with a wealth of exercises, guidelines, and tools, Hearing with
the Heart gives you the practical help you need to bring you closer to God.
As you put these suggestions into practice you will find yourself opening
more and more to God's infinite possibilities for you.
Prophetic Listening(TM) Apr 09 2021 "What's my calling?""Where should I
work?""Who should I marry?""What should I do?"Every Christian want to hear
God clearly.Many Christians don't believe they can.What if you could learn
an easy and consistent method that enables you to hear God's voice, discern
His leading and move boldly with confidence? With Prophetic Listening(TM) you're about to!Prophetic Listening(TM) is a Christian practice of meeting
with another believer and listening for the voice of God regarding specific
questions and issues that require His clarity. This amazing new method
equips you to hear and discern God's voice for the specific details of your
life, while immediately receiving confirmation that you are indeed hearing
Him right! Using key steps based on the Word of God, you will learn how to
hone in on His voice, receive His insight, and step forward in faith-filled
obedience. You will learn: -About the 3 voices battling for your
attention.-The different listening styles God employs.-How to eliminate the
voice of familiar demonic spirits.-Key steps to hearing God clearly.-How to
know whether it's you speaking or God.-How asking the right questions can
result in the God-answers.If you've ever wished that you could grab a latte
with God at Starbucks and get your most pressing (or not-so-pressing)
questions answered, Prophetic Listening(TM) is for you!
What if Listening to God Was Easy? Jun 23 2022 What if listening to God was
easy? What if you could learn how to hear God’s voice and hear him speak to
you all within fifteen minutes? What if after developing a practice of
listening to God, your life was totally transformed? God wants to talk to

us, and he doesn’t want it to be difficult. With over sixty stories of
listening to God interspersed throughout the text, this highly readable book
gives a simple method we can immediately adopt to help us hear God’s voice
on a daily basis. The later chapters show us how we can employ listening to
God in discipleship and inner healing prayer. The final chapter demonstrates
how people from other religions progress in their spiritual journeys when we
help them listen to Jesus. What does this book have that other books lack? A
practical step-by-step that has worked hundreds of times.
Hearing God's Voice Oct 15 2021 Outlines for readers ways to hear and
comprehend the voice of God, explaining how to listen and respond in
obedience while considering God's unique and personal methods for
communicating in ways that are consistent with biblical teachings.
Listen World! Jul 20 2019 "It is my belief that there is no such thing as
silence," declares profoundly Evelyn Glennie. In Listen World!, the Grammy
Award-winning percussionist challenges misconceptions about deafness, and
asserts instead the incredible world of sound she lives in. Having dedicated
her entire life to breaking boundaries, Glennie now seeks to transform the
entire world - to listen, and to teach others to listen. Listen World! is an
incredible insight into the mind behind a musical revolution. From
innovative collaborations with choreographers to the incorporation of
technology into her work, from her performance at the 2012 Olympic Opening
Ceremony to her production of Shakespeare, Glennie has undoubtedly changed
the way we think of sound in the world. More than that, her autobiography
gives an unprecedented sense of the character, passion and heart behind it
all. In listening to her story, every reader moves one step closer to the
compassionate, sensitive, and individual new world she imagines. "I've never
met anyone who listens with as much of herself--mind, body, and heart--as
does Dame Evelyn Glennie. Her listening is a bridge, a profound and selfgiving attentiveness that can heal what can't be cured. I was blessed to
learn from Evelyn what it means to truly listen, and I trust you will be as
well."--Michael Verde, Founder of Memory Bridge "In this immensely personal
book, Evelyn Glennie asks us to listen with our whole being to the magic of
music"--Keith Howard, Professor of Music, SOAS, University of London "This
book is an invitation to tap into the wonders of listening, what that means
to you and everything you engage in. What happens when you engage with the
chatter in your head? When you travel to school and college. Is listening
only about sound or can our whole body be a resonating chamber? Is listening
about observing? How can we begin to enhance our relationship to 'listening'
and how can it influence all the decisions you make from minute to minute?
My experience is that listening is an activity that never sleeps... even
when we are asleep we continue to listen! What an opportunity we have to reengage, rethink, revisit our everyday lives to make what we do much more
vivid and meaningful, and as a result, feel part of the wonders of the
world?"-- Evelyn Glennie
Hearing God Nov 04 2020 Easy-to-follow guide to two-way communication with
God, who still speaks today, whose voice can be heard and distinguished from
Satan's, whose will can be known.
Listening in a Loud World Jan 06 2021 In this astonishing book, the
author's purpose is to help transform individuals by fostering a spirit of
holy listening that enriches faith and opens seekers to the fullness of

God's presence and of the neighbor's need. The intent is to help the reader
develop a faith that seeks understanding and makes real meaning in a world
of chatter. In each chapter, a prominent work of art is interpreted, which
serves as a focal point for demonstrating how the eyes and heart are
integrally involved in hearing the Spirit of God. The book explores why holy
listening is so difficult by examining key hermeneutical issues within the
biblical text and by considering the nature of God, the journey of faith,
and human limits. This illuminating book also examines the spiritual need
for holy listening and analyzes critical questions of faith that lead to a
greater awareness of self and the church in the mutual calling to be the
incarnation of Jesus Christ in a postmodern world. Essential in the task of
holy listening is an awareness of the importance of spiritual rest and the
role of the Sabbath plays in providing an opportunity to participate in the
redeeming work of God. In this regard, the book underscores the need for
faith this is both a linear journey toward wholeness and an ability to make
home and community along life's way. The need for holy listening is made
even more acute by the reality of suffering that accompanies life's
pilgrimage, and the book ponders the meaning of suffering and how it can
open one to the presence of the divine. More than a theological analysis of
suffering, the book addresses the author's effort to listen for redemptive
meaning in light of his own daughter's struggle with juvenile diabetes. The
book concludes with a discussion of the spiritual value of silence as the
way to experience anew the story of Jesus who beckon those who listen to
follow through a life of service and love.
Listening Hearts Sep 21 2019 This 20th anniversary edition introduces the
unique approach of Listening Hearts to the spiritual practice of discernment
for a new generation. Written to make the often elusive and usally clergycentered spiritual practice of discernment accessible to all people,
Listening Hearts features simple reflections and exercises drawn from
scripture and from Quaker and Ignatian traditions. The seminal work in the
Listening Hearts Series, this book has been a beloved resource for tens of
thousands of individual reaeders, retreat participants, small groups and
church leaders, listening for and responding to God's call in their lives.
When The Holy Ghost Speaks, You Better Listen... Dec 05 2020 Many of us
speak of Jesus Christ and God the Father, but do we know the Holy Ghost? And
what's more, if we know the third person of the Godhead, do we listen when
He speaks? The Holy Ghost is also known as The Holy Spirit and it is an
integral part of the gospel of Jesus Christ. Among its many roles are
comforter, sanctifier, and teacher. When The Holy Ghost Speaks You Better
Listen...Hearing The Holy Spirit focuses on hearing from the person of The
Holy Ghost and examines the various ways we can trust and obey His voice.
Willette G offers a myriad of examples, along with biblical evidence, to
strengthen us spiritually and intellectually. In When The Holy Ghost Speaks
You Better Listen...Hearing The Holy Spirit, you'll discover sound doctrine
about The Holy Ghost that is supported by scripture. Willette G shares
personal experiences and inspiring stories to reveal the consequences of
listening to or ignoring The Holy Ghost. This is a must-read if you want to
recognize the influence of The Holy Ghost in your life.
The Listening Heart Sep 26 2022 More. Life is full to overflowing, but we
crave an illusive more. Via social networking, airwaves, and TV, our culture

tells us to strive for more stuff, more activities, more adventure—you name
it. Yet we are often left unfulfilled and wanting. Empty, even. With so many
demands for our attention, it is difficult to quiet our minds long enough to
hear the still, small voice of our loving Father, and to listen to the One
who desires to bring us so much more than the noise of everyday life. Judy
Gordon Morrow discovered the more when her world was turned upside down and
she knelt before God to seek Him and ask for His help. More than a decade
ago, in tear-stained notebooks, she began to pen God’s responses to her
desperate prayers. Now, in The Listening Heart, Judy invites you to spend a
year hearing from the God Who Speaks—the God who wants to speak to you. Each
daily devotion echoes the Father’s love and care for you, offering hope,
comfort, encouragement and more—a rich closeness with God that will satisfy
the longings of your heart.
The Listening Heart Oct 27 2022 Listen to My heart in the quiet of your
heart . . . More. Life is full to overflowing, but we crave an illusive
more. Via social networking, airwaves, and TV, our culture tells us to
strive for more stuff, more activities, more adventure--you name it. Yet we
are often left feeling unfulfilled and wanting. Empty, even. With so many
demands for our attention, it is difficult to quiet our minds long enough to
hear the still, small voice of our loving Father, and to listen to the One
who desires to bring us so much more than the noise of everyday life. Judy
Gordon Morrow discovered the more when her world was turned upside down and
she knelt before God to seek Him and ask for His help. More than a decade
ago, in tear-stained notebooks, she began to pen God's responses to her
desperate prayers. Now, in The Listening Heart, Judy invites you to spend a
year hearing from the God Who Speaks--the God who wants to speak to you.
Each daily devotion echoes the Father's love and care for you, offering
hope, comfort, encouragement, and more--a rich closeness with God that will
satisfy the longings of your heart.
You Can Hear the Voice of God Oct 03 2020 When you talk to God, do you ever
feel as if you are not getting through? You're not alone. At some point,
most believers find themselves grappling with difficult questions like Would
God really talk to me personally? and How do I know it's truly God talking,
and not my own thoughts? But here's the good news: Hearing God is simpler
than you think. It's possible to have a relationship with God that involves
both speaking and listening. In fact, it's God's desire; He wants to talk to
you. In this revised and expanded edition of a classic work, author and
teacher Steve Sampson shows you how to pray not just wishing you'd hear
God's voice--but expecting to hear it. Sampson's uncomplicated, practical
perspective will help you cultivate the two-way conversation with God you've
always longed for. Before long, you'll hear Him speaking into your
circumstances and relationships, expressing His love for you and showing you
the next steps to take in your life. Don't settle for a one-sided
conversation with God. Break through this barrier and develop a sensitive
heart that hears--and responds to--God's still, small voice. "With clarity
and humor, Steve takes you on a journey to the place of profound simplicity
in Christ where hearing Him is as natural as breathing."--Bishop Mark J.
Chironna, M.A., Ph.D., Church on the Living Edge, Orlando, Florida
Parables from God Series - The Difference Between Hearing and Listening Jun
30 2020 In a short simple parable, this book relates in an understandable

way, what it takes to be a hearer only, as opposed to what it takes to be,
and the rewards of becoming a listener.
Hearing God in Conversation Nov 16 2021 "I picked it up out of curiosity
and I couldn’t put it down."--Eugene Peterson Christians are comfortable
saying that Christianity is about a relationship with God. Yet many might
also say that they sense little meaningful relationship with God in their
own lives. After all, the foundation of good relationship is
communication—-but conversation with God often seems to go only one way. We
may sing of walking and talking with God in the garden, His voice falling on
our ears, but few have heard that beloved voice themselves. Sam Williamson
acknowledges the fundamental human longing to hear God’s voice and offers a
hopeful supposition: God is always speaking—-we’ve just never been taught
how to recognize His voice. Williamson handles this potentially heady topic
with his characteristic straightforwardness and leavening humor. This book
deftly bridges the gap between solid biblical theology and practical
application, addressing topics such as how to truly pray without ceasing,
how to brainstorm with God, how to navigate our emotions, how to answer
God’s questions, and how to hear God’s voice for others. Hearing God in
Conversation offers simple, step-by-step lessons on how to hear God.
Williamson begins with Scripture meditation. He then expands the practice of
listening for that voice everywhere—in the checkout line, on the job, in a
movie theater, and even in silence. From there, he demonstrates how to hear
God’s guidance when making any decision. By the end, readers’ eyes and ears
will be opened to the limitless methods through which God speaks.
Hearing God's Voice Today Jul 24 2022 Practical Help for Recognizing and
Listening to God's Voice Bestselling author James Goll takes readers on an
adventure into the heart of what it means to hear God, and how to do it.
Over the course of this journey, both beginners and those who have been
listening to God for years will explore biblical principles about prayer,
starting from square one. Real-life illustrations inspire and excite readers
to have expectant hearts by learning to: · draw near to God · trust that he
wants to speak · overcome obstacles that block his voice · avoid being
misled by words not coming from him · cultivate a lifestyle of hearing him
God is speaking to you--today. Grow in assurance that he wants you to hear.
Listening to God Day by Day Jun 18 2019 How do we hear God over the clamor
and clutter of our busy lives? Sharon Jaynes, popular author and speaker,
shares how men and women can listen to God's still small voice and
experience His leading, peace, and strength daily--just by paying attention.
All day long God speaks to believers through the Bible, prayer, creation,
nature, and circumstances. The key is for people to recognize those gentle
nudges and turn aside from the busyness to see the "burning bushes" in their
own backyards. Listening to God Day by Day contains a treasury of stories
highlighting "God moments" and reflecting on Scripture as it applies to
life. As readers enjoy hearing how God is moving in the lives of fellow
travelers, they will begin to recognize God's presence and voice as He works
in and through them in amazing ways. Rerelease of Extraordinary Moments with
God
4 Keys to Hearing God's Voice Aug 21 2019 Based on the highly popular and
successful book, How to Hear God’s Voice, this exciting new book emphasizes
the 4 Keys to Hearing God’s Voice. “When I learned to hear God’s voice after

11 years as a believer without it, every part of me was radically
transformed. Thousands have told me they have had this same metamorphosis,
and I believe that this will become your testimony also,” writes co-author,
Mark Virkler. The keys that are examined, discussed in detail, and can be
immediately applied to your life are: How to recognize God’s voice as
spontaneous thoughts. Learning how to become still before the Lord. Looking
for vision as you pray. Realizing the importance of two-way journaling.
Filled with insights from years of hearing from God, 4 Keys to Hearing God’s
Voice also includes visual aids that enhance the teaching and learning
experience. Very reader-friendly, you will find that the concepts and
principles are easily adapted to your personal circumstances and lifestyle.
Designed to bring even more depth to your relationship with God, this book
is part of an integrated package that includes a DVD and seminar guide for
either individual or group study. Either as a stand-alone book or as part of
a package, you are sure to gain valuable encouragement and motivation to
seek intimate communication with God, your heavenly Father.
Daring to Live on the Edge May 30 2020 "Loren Cunningham's dream began with
a vision--waves of young people moving out across the continents announcing
the Good News of Jesus Christ. Decades later, Loren's vision has grown into
an interdenominational movement of Christians from around the world who are
dedicated to presenting the gospel to this generation. Loren speaks and
teaches internationally, and his missionary travels have taken him to every
nation on earth. Loren Cunningham illustrates that trusting God in every
area, including finances, is not just for those Christians called into "fulltime" ministry. Every Christian, regardless of vocation, can enter into the
adventure of living by faith by firmly committing to obey God's will. A
Christian who has experienced God's provision will be spoiled for the
ordinary.
Hearing God in a Noisy World Jul 12 2021 In a world rapidly moving toward
secularity, where violence and tragedy have seemed to join forces with
loneliness and relational abandonment, does God still hear and answer
prayer? Hearing God in a Noisy World answers with a resounding "Yes!s
Pursuing Intimacy With God Oct 23 2019 New Expanded Edition - 40% more
material. Pursuing Intimacy With God Bible study books & site to help you
grow closer to God and enjoy intimacy with God. Our site includes many Bible
studies for life and a large variety of Bible study topics. The Bible study
book includes Bible study topics on Intimacy With God, Walking With God, How
to Pray to God, Prayer in the Bible, How to Study the Bible, How to Seek God
With All Your Heart, How to Hear God’s Voice, Meditate on God’s Word, True
Worship in the Bible, Praise As A Spiritual Weapon, Praise Is Placing A High
Value on God, How to Have Abundant Life, God’s Calling For Your Life, God’s
Promises in the Bible, Faith Is Vital For Intimacy With God, Waiting on God,
God’s Purpose & Mission For His Church, Revival & Spiritual Awakening, The
Kind of Christian & Church God Wants… The PIWG Bible Study Book is ideal for
individuals, or for small groups, Sunday School classes, and discipleship
classes at your church Pursuing Intimacy With God website:
www.intimacywithgod.com God has used the PIWG I & II studies to bless many
people: "Words to appreciate I just can't find but please accept my
gratitude. The study has really transformed my life and family." - Samuel
"The time and effort you sow into reaching thousands upon thousands of

people globally has and continues to touch lives and edify the body of
Christ. I am thankful to God and to your ministry for your work." - Carlos,
South Africa "We want you to know how much this guide has been a blessing to
us. We have been using it on a regular basis and I'm sure it will always be
a resource in our permanent library. Keep doing what you are doing. This has
really changed our lives."- Carrie, US "What an awesome thing that your
ministry is sharing with the world. God's word is user friendly, spoken as
Jesus did where all can understand and want to learn more of Jesus, study
more and do his will. I have never found such detailed shared information of
God's word all in one book." - Ruby, US "Thank you so much for your website.
I've benefited so much from it and it has helped me so much in my
relationship with Jesus! I believe its the no1 thing I need to pursue." Zsuzsi, Hungary "Your website, what I've read so far is an overwhelming
refreshing shower to my spirit. To discover a ministry that focuses on
loving God is so utterly a confirmation to me. What could be more important?
Fathomless depths. Thank you for your precious hearts." - Julia, US "Just
wanted to say thanks for this site. I typed in the search because this is
what God has been doing in my life. Drawing me into intimacy." - Stephen,
Australia "The material on your website is awesome. Glory to God !" - Ray,
US "I am in awe of the study book. I did not expect to receive so much
information. Thank you." - Olivia US "I have been blessed by your site &
studies." - Dorota, Poland "The study was excellent ! I could understand it.
It was done beautifully and simply... God has changed our lives through this
study. We are both working for a soft and humble heart." - Nancy, US "Once
again I cant thank you enough; your help is much appreciated and I am so
grateful towards you for this." - John, Ireland "I will certainly join in
praying for this study and for you as you continue to work with it as the
Lord directs. Those weeks of study were so very meaningful to me! - Reid, US
"Hi, Thank you for publishing this great material." - Johan, South Africa
"Praise the Lord. Please I request a copy of your wondrous book." - Meshak,
Uganda
Hearing His Voice Feb 07 2021 Learn to listen for the voice of the One who
loves you most. God is not silent. We know that He speaks to His people.
Throughout the pages of Scripture, He guides, instructs, corrects, and
encourages. But what does He say to you? How does He say it? How can you
know when you've heard Him? Hearing His Voice is a beautiful 90-day
devotional to help you discover patterns and practices you can adopt to hear
God better, illustrated with beautiful color art. If we listen, He will
speak--and His words are powerful and life-changing.
Hearing God Through Your Dreams Mar 28 2020 Learn How to Hear Gods Voice,
Even When You Are Sleeping On average, people spend 33% of their entire
lives sleeping. Even when you are asleep, Heaven is still communicating.
Your spirit is still awake, though your body is not. Through your dreams,
you can hear and discern the voice of God. The question is: How do you
simply and Biblically hear God speak through your dreams? Hearing God
Through Your Dreams is a practical and powerful guide to understanding the
language that God speaks at night. Through revelatory teaching, supernatural
stories, and a refreshing, down-to-earth approach, Mark Virkler and his
daughter, Charity Virkler Kayembe, will help you learn how to begin hearing
Gods voice through your dreams. Discover how: Your dreams are bridges that

connect you with the supernatural realm Visions and dreams are Biblically
sound and relevant for your life, today Dreams access and unlock divine
creativity that is deep within you Bad dreams can be transformed into
blessings You can interpret dreams using proven tools and Biblical
techniques The meaning of personalized symbols in your dreams can be
unlocked Dont miss out on what God is saying to you while youre sleeping.
Start Hearing God Through Your Dreams today!
The One Year Hearing His Voice Devotional Aug 13 2021 This year, learn to
listen for the voice of the One who loves you most. We know for sure that
God speaks to His people. Throughout the pages of Scripture, He guides,
instructs, corrects, inspires, encourages, and reveals. Inspired writers
even call Him “the Word.” He has always been vocal, and He always will be.
But what does He say to you? How does He say it? How can you know when
you’ve heard Him? The One Year Hearing His Voice Devotional, written by
acclaimed author Chris Tiegreen, will help you discover patterns and
practices you can adopt to hear God better. Listening to God is a process, a
journey, and an adventure. He promises that those who seek Him will be
rewarded with His presence and His voice. And the words of the living God
are powerful and life-changing.
Heaven?s Heartbeat Nov 23 2019 The human heart is a wonderful mystery of
rhythmic life and beauty, like music and poetry. Listening to the beat of
another's heart requires being up close, personal and intimate. Trust is
essential. In Heaven's Heartbeat, author Micah Smith presents a ninety-day
devotional dedicated to helping you hear God's heartbeat. Using anecdotes
from his personal life, Micah offers messages to encourage you to hang in
there and not give up when times are tough and uncertain. He presents an
invitation to hear God's voice with renewed hope, growing trust, and calm
confidence during the foggy seasons of chaos and confusion. Heaven's
Heartbeat is not a book of devotional theories. In the next ninety-days you
will discover the reality of God's presence in your life, the help of his
Word to guide you, and the healing power of a Father's heart.
We Are Theologians Dec 25 2019 All of us are natural theologians, willing
and able to think through questions of belief and relate the insights of
theologians to our public and personal lives. In this clear and engaging
introduction, Thompsett gives us the tools to think theologically by
grounding us in the history, theology, spirituality, and biblical
foundations of Anglican belief, particularly that of the Episcopal church.
Beginning with the Bible and what it reveals to us about the distinct
calling of the People of God, Thompsett goes on to consider the insights of
the Reformation regarding the importance of the laity and the contribution
of lay people, particularly women, to the expansive mission of the
nineteenth century in education and social work. She then explores different
aspects of Anglican identity, and lay movements of liberation in the global
South. Aimed primarily at a lay and non-specialist audience, this book
introduces key facets of Anglicanism and aspects of contemporary theolgy. It
is an excellent parish educational resource, especially for adult forums and
group study.
The Art of Hearing Heartbeats Mar 08 2021 The first book in the Art of
Hearing Heartbeats series, this is a passionate love story, a haunting
fable, and an enchanting mystery set in Burma. When a successful New York

lawyer suddenly disappears without a trace, neither his wife nor his
daughter Julia has any idea where he might be…until they find a love letter
he wrote many years ago, to a Burmese woman they have never heard of. Intent
on solving the mystery and coming to terms with her father’s past, Julia
decides to travel to the village where the woman lived. There she uncovers a
tale of unimaginable hardship, resilience, and passion that will reaffirm
the reader’s belief in the power of love to move mountains.
Listening Prayer May 22 2022 Is God not hearing you...or are you not
hearing Him? Listening Prayer is a Bible-based method of hearing God's
precious voice, so relationships can be healed and personal struggles
overcome. The simple technique presented is so appealing that after the
first few pages readers are eager to begin their own journal. Often people
are afraid to ask, Father, what do You want me to know? Even more daunting
is the question, Lord, what do You see when You look at me? Over and over,
His answers bring tears to eyes and healing to hearts. Join author Joanne
Hillman in an exploration of praying with a listening heart and a journal at
hand, and see what the Lord may whisper.
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